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Sociological Theory and the Question of Religion
2016-04-01

religion lies near the heart of the classical sociological tradition yet it no longer occupies the
same place within the contemporary sociological enterprise this relative absence has left
sociology under prepared for thinking about religion s continuing importance in new issues
movements and events in the twenty first century this book seeks to address this lacunae by
offering a variety of theoretical perspectives on the study of religion that bridge the gap
between mainstream concerns of sociologists and the sociology of religion following an
assessment of the current state of the field the authors develop an emerging critical perspective
within the sociology of religion with particular focus on the importance of historical background
re assessing the themes of aesthetics listening and different degrees of spiritual self discipline
the authors draw on ethnographic studies of religious involvement in norway and the uk they
highlight the importance of power in the sociology of religion with help from pierre bourdieu
marx and critical discourse analysis this book points to emerging currents in the field and offers
a productive and lively way forward not just for sociological theory of religion but for the
sociology of religion more generally

Victor Turner Revisited
1991

victor turner altered the way ritual is viewed by emphasizing its role as an agent of social
change rather than an agent for conserving the status quo this book reconsiders and clarifies
turner s theory of ritual in response to its frequent misinterpretation and then demonstrates
itsusefulness for interpreting such phenomena as ritual possession in a politically militant african
american pentecostal congregation and the countercultural theatrical experiments of jerzy
grotowski s polish laboratory theater

Individualism, Holism and the Central Dilemma of
Sociological Theory
2019-05-13

this book examines individualism and holism the two interpretive perspectives that have divided
sociological theory into two camps examines attempts to overcome this antinomy and sets out a
new approach to resolving this dilemma via critical reconfigurationism

Changing European Identities
1996

the political structure of europe has changed and continues to do so the changing allegiances of
the popluations of europe pose problems and challenges for social psychological theory
changing european identities explores these issues using social identity theory and alternative
models such as alienation theory and representational identity theory it provides a highly topical
and relevant context for exploring the validity and limits of current theories providing a valuable
new perspective on people s reactions to change in europe it will be useful for advanced
scholars in psychology and other social and political sciences

Prison and Jail Administration: Practice and Theory
2008

history of corrections peter m carlson tom roth and anthony p travisono american jails arthur
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wallenstein and ken kerle prison architecture robert s george developing technology peter m
carlson and sonya d thompson custody and security michael b cooksey inmate classification
peter m carlson education and vocational training harold david jenkins recreation harold l kahler
health care robert r thompson mental health sally c johnson religious programming susan m van
baalen intake discharge mail and documentation jeffrey w frazier food service lavinia b johnson
financial operations beverly pierce working with the media judith simon garrett community
relations boards paula mcalister political involvement judith simon garrett organization and
management peter m carlson and john j dilulio jr leadership executive excellence harley g lappin
governing personnel management robert l wright a day in the life of the warden james a meko
diversity of correctional officers peter m carlson labor relations michael h jaime and amanda r
burruel preventing corruption sal souryal sexual misconduct anadora moss volunteering richard l
stalder disciplinary procedures clair a cripe grievance procedures lisa hutchinson wallace kevin i
minor and james stephen parsons protective custody kevin i minor lisa hutchinson and james
stephen parson suicide daniel w phillips iii the death penalty julie c eng gang management mark
s fleisher special needs offenders judy c anderson sex offenders gilbert l ingram and peter m
carlson visitation reginald a wilkinson and tessa unwin prison work and industry steve schwalb
robert c grieser and j c keeney drug treatment james a inciardi james e rivers and duane c
mcbride prisoner access to the courts kenneth c haas compliance with the constitution

On Turner's Trail
2021-10-08

should frederick jackson turner be revered as the father of western history or reviled as a
misguided advocate of a frontier spirit and rugged individualism that denied cultural diversity
and produced widespread environmental destruction dividing into campus over the issue
western historians place him everywhere from one end of the spectrum to the other in this
provocative new interpretation of turner s life work and legacy wilbur jacobs challenges the
views of traditionalists and views of traditionalists and revisionists alike from extensive research
in the turner archives a nationwide search for additional turner correspondence interviews with
historians and a lifetime of collecting turner anecdotes jacobs chronicles turner s professional
and sometimes personal bequest through 100 years of western historical writing jacobs adds his
voice to the heated ebate by mixing a sophisticated critique of historical writing with stories of
professional intrigue the fights to protect turner s legacy limit access to the turner archives and
control the western history association he traces the intellectual development of turner s frontier
theory explores the intense rivalry between two major turnerian disciples frederick merk and ray
a billington as they vied for control of turner s legacy and analyzes the efforts of new western
historians who seek to erase turner and billington from the landscape of what is now called the
history of the west balanced in his assessments jacobs treats turner and his disciples with a
sympathetic yet critical eye he points out turner s limitations in dealing with environmental
racial ethnic and urban themes as well as the shortcomings of merk billington and other
turnerians at the same time however jacobs illuminates the major contributions of their work
despite their intense differences jacobs argues all western historians remain inextricably linked
by turner s legacy

The Myth of the Madding Crowd
2021-02-08

crowd behavior is one of the most colorful but least understood forms of human social behavior
this volume is a major contribution to the field of collective behavior with implications for social
movement analysis mcphail s critical assessment of the major theories of crowd behavior
establishes that whatever their particular limitations and strengths all share a general and
serious flaw their explanations were developed without prior examination of the behaviors to be
explained drawing on a wide range of empirical studies that include his own careful field work
the author offers a new characterization of temporary gatherings he presents a life cycle of
gatherings and a taxonomy of forms of collective behavior within gatherings as well as
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combinations of these forms and gatherings into larger events campaigns and waves mcphail
also develops a new explanation for various ways in which purposive actors construct collective
actions

Stephen Turner and the Philosophy of the Social
2014-06-19

stephen turner has produced a large and varied body of work on core issues in the philosophy of
social science which is deeply engaged with its history this book presents a critical review by
distinguished scholars together with his response

The Bloomsbury Companion to Cognitive Linguistics
1994-01-01

the bloomsbury companion to cognitive linguistics is a comprehensive and accessible reference
resource to research in contemporary cognitive linguistics written by leading figures in the field
the volume provides readers with an authoritative overview of methods and current research
topics and future directions the volume covers all the most important issues concepts
movements and approaches in the field it devotes space to looking specifically at the major
figures and their contributions it is a complete resource for postgraduate students and
researchers working within cognitive linguistics psycholinguistics and those interested more
generally in language and cognition

Formal Theory in Sociology
1993

a group of renowned sociological theorists analyze why the attempts to make sociological theory
formal in the 1960s and early 1970s failed this becomes not only an unusual and interesting
analysis in the sociology of knowledge but several of the articles move to the level of analyzing
the entire discipline explaining why positivism did not take hold and what are the distinctive
characteristics of sociology as a discipline anyone interested in sociology as a discipline and
more specifically sociological theory will find interesting analytical models

Theoretical Research Programs
2005-12-13

analyzing the structure and growth of major theoretical research programs in the sociological
study of group processes this book considers such topics as exchange processes and network
structures bargaining and conflict status characteristics and status organizing processes social
interaction and legitimation processes

International Review of Industrial and Organizational
Psychology 2005
1997

this is the twentieth in the most prestigious series of annual volumes in the field of industrial and
organizational psychology the series provides authoritative and integrative reviews of the key
literature of industrial psychology and organizational behaviour the chapters are written by
established experts and topics are carefully chosen to reflect the major concerns in both the
research literature and in current practice continuing in the tradition of the series as a whole this
twentieth volume provides scholarly up to the minute reviews and updates of work in a number
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of well established areas such as mergers and acquisitions burnout and health and personality in
industrial and organizational psychology emergent issues are also covered in chapters on social
identity emotions in organizations the contribution of industrial and organizational psychology to
ensuring safety in commercial aircraft and the analysis of justice in human resource
management decisions each chapter offers a comprehensive and critical survey of the chosen
topic and each is supported by a valuable bibliography for advanced students academics and
researchers as well as professional psychologists and managers this remains the most
authoritative and current guide to new developments and established knowledge in the field of
industrial and organizational psychology contributors to volume 20 neal m ashkanasy australia
claire e ashton james australia shlomo berliner israel susan cartwright uk jose m cortina usa
naomi ellemers the netherlands stephen w gilliland usa don harris uk s alexander haslam uk
michael j ingerick usa samuel melamed israel layne paddock usa itzhak shapira israel arie
shirom israel lauren thomas uk sharon toker israel

Performance Standards: Middle school
1869

presents clear expectations for student achievement and more than 200 examples of student
work each volume contains standards for language arts mathematics science and applied
learning the free video contains student work samples and commentaries to illustrate speaking
listening and viewing sections of the english language arts standard

A Treatise on Land Surveying in Theory and Practice ...
2004-12-02

once in a while a manuscript stops you in your tracks what we are offered here is no recovering
of old ground but a step change in perspectives on body matters that is both innovative and of
fundamental importance to anyone working on this sociological terrain this text is
groundbreaking and simply has to be read acta sociologica this is shilling at his creative best
these are seminal observations of the classical theories drawn together as never before
moreover as a framework this monograph provides a genuinely new and fertile way of
reconsidering not just classical sociology but contemporary forms as well sport education society
this is a comprehensive theoretically sophisticated and ambitious treatise on the body that
draws from and applies both classical and contemporary sociological theory in a manner that is
innovative and thought provoking this book is engaging and thought provoking but shilling s
greatest achievement is his ability to illustrate the importance and continued relevance of
classical and contemporary sociological theory to real world concerns it is a book worthy of
widespread attention it reinvigorated my interest in the sociological classics and contained
countless nuggets of interesting information that led me to conclude that it would be a worthy
book to recommend to a broad sociological audience teaching sociology shilling s book like his
earlier the body and social theory is crucial reading a further valuable contribution in a field
where he has provided so much theory psychology this is an impressive book by one of the
leading social theorists working in the field of body studies it provides a critical summation of
theoretical and substantive work in the field to date while also presenting a powerful argument
for a corporeal realism in which the body is both generative of the emergent properties of social
structure and a location of their effects its scope and originality make it a key point of reference
for students and academics in body studies and in the social and cultural sciences more
generally ian burkitt reader in social science university of bradford chris shilling is as always a
lucid guide through the dense thickets of the sociology of the body and his chapters on the fields
of work sport eating music and technology brilliantly show how abstract theoretical debates
relate to the real world of people s lives professor stephen mennell university college dublin
what i find very useful and without any doubt valuable not only in shilling s the body in culture
technology and society but in his work in general is the breadth and profoundness of his
discussion about the body the style shilling maintains is crucial for further development of the
sociology of the body as a discipline for it provides us with a rich intellectual environment about
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the body sociology for any colleague wanting to have a clear idea of how studies of the body can
be empirically grounded as well as theoretically rich chris shilling s the body in culture
technology and society is the book to read to my mind it offers the best account thus far of not
only how social action is embodied and must be recognised as such but also of how social
structures condition and shape embodied subjects in a variety of social arenas this is wonderful
insightful stuff the ideas and intricate thoughts of a scholar such as shilling who has been
immersed in thinking about the complexities of the body in society as well as sociology for a
number of years sociology of health and illness this is a milestone in the sociology of the body
the book offers the most comprehensive overview of the field to date and an innovative
framework for the analysis of embodiment it is founded on a revised view of the relation of
classical works to the body it argues that the body should be read as a multi dimensional
medium for the constitution of society upon this foundation the author constructs a series of
analyses of the body and the economy culture sociality work sport music food and technology

The Body in Culture, Technology and Society
2016-02-26

this book contains four essays by and about frederick jackson turner 1861 1932 the wisconsin
born historian whose ideas and writings have had such a profound impact upon the way
americans view their past and their place in the world it is a book not only for the scholar and
teacher who will find it both useful and incisive but also for the mythic general reader who wants
to broaden and enrich his aquaintanceship with turner and the celebrated frontier thesis in
addition to essays by turner and by martin ridge of the huntington library and the late ray allen
billington the book is illustrated with photos from the state historical society of wisconsin

Frederick Jackson Turner
1868

classification is the essential first step in science the study of science as well as the practice of
science will thus benefit from a detailed classification of different types of science in this book
science defined broadly to include the social sciences and humanities is first unpacked into its
constituent elements the phenomena studied the data used the theories employed the methods
applied and the practices of scientists these five elements are then classified in turn notably the
classifications of both theory types and methods allow the key strengths and weaknesses of
different theories and methods to be readily discerned and compared connections across
classifications are explored should certain theories or phenomena be investigated only with
certain methods what is the proper function and form of scientific paradigms are certain
common errors and biases in scientific practice associated with particular phenomena data
theories or methods the classifications point to several ways of improving both specialized and
interdisciplinary research and teaching and especially of enhancing communication across
communities of scholars the classifications also support a superior system of document
classification that would allow searches by theory and method used as well as causal links
investigated

The Turner's Companion
2007-11-03

this collection of original essays by leading academics represents an interdisciplinary
intervention in the continuing and ever transforming discussion of the role of religion and
secularism in today s world foregrounding the most urgent and compelling questions raised by
the place of religion in the social sciences past and present the post secular in question restores
religion to a more central place in social scientific thinking about the world helping to move
scholarship beyond unbelief book jacket
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Classifying Science
2012-03-12

published in 1998 this book provides an analysis of the development of learning support for
students with special needs from the 1970s to the present based on case study research the
book examines the complexities of defining special needs and considers ways in which
marginalization of students is created and maintained

The Post-secular in Question
1860

there is a paradox in american christianity according to gallup nearly eight in ten americans
regard the bible as either the literal word of god or inspired by god at the same time surveys
have revealed gaps in these same americans biblical literacy these discrepancies reveal the
complex relationship between american christians and holy writ a subject that is widely
acknowledged but rarely investigated the bible in american life is a sustained collaborative
reflection on the ways americans use the bible in their personal lives it also considers how other
influences including religious communities and the internet shape individuals comprehension of
scripture employing both quantitative methods the general social survey and the national
congregations study and qualitative research historical studies for context the bible in american
life provides an unprecedented perspective on the bible s role outside of worship in the lived
religion of a broad cross section of americans both now and in the past the bible has been
central to christian practice and has functioned as a cultural touchstone from the broadest scale
imaginable national survey data about all americans down to the smallest details such as the
portrayal of noah and his ark in children s bibles this book offers insight and illumination from
scholars across the intellectual spectrum it will be useful and informative for scholars seeking to
understand changes in american christianity as well as clergy seeking more effective ways to
preach and teach about scripture in a changing environment

Manual of chemistry on the basis of Turner's elements of
chemsitry
1858

how are today s hearts and minds programs linked to a late 19th century definition of human
factors as people s moral and mental deficits what do heinrich s unsafe acts from the 1930 s
have in common with the swiss cheese model of the early 1990 s why was the reinvention of
human factors in the 1940 s such an important event in the development of safety thinking what
makes many of our current systems so complex and impervious to tayloristic safety
interventions foundations of safety science covers the origins of major schools of safety thinking
and traces the heritage and interlinkages of the ideas that make up safety science today
features offers a comprehensive overview of the theoretical foundations of safety science
provides balanced treatment of approaches since the early 20th century showing interlinkages
and cross connections includes an overview and key points at the beginning of each chapter and
study questions at the end to support teaching use uses an accessible style using technical
language where necessary concentrates on the philosophical and historical traditions and
assumptions that underlie all safety approaches

A Manual of Chemistry, on the Basis of Dr. Turner's
Elements of Chemistry
2003

the student focused guide to grounded theory this book takes you step by step through the
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whole research process from creating a research proposal to sharing your findings packed with
tools to help you understand how grounded theory can be applied at each stage of your
research project the book includes interactive activities and critical thinking questions in every
chapter so you can put your knowledge into practice case studies written by a wide variety of
researchers so you can learn how to navigate real world research from people who have been in
your shoes templates and checklists to help guide your writing and ensure you don t miss a step
in the research process clear accessible and applied this book will help you get to grips with the
philosophy of grounded theory understand the nuts and bolts of designing and carrying out your
research project and manage any hurdles along the way explore the accompanying online
resources which include powerpoint slides additional templates and weblinks to videos and
journal articles relevant to the key concepts in each chapter

International Classification
2018-12-13

2007 and 2008 saw the biggest financial crisis since the 1930s banks looking for better yields
from plentiful cheap money made much more use of complex financial instruments without fully
understanding the risks to which they were exposing themselves and the financial system
defaults on subprime mortgages underlying some of the instruments shattered confidence and
financial markets seized up the framework of regulation and supervision in britain failed to avoid
or mitigate the crisis the tripartite authorities in the united kingdom bank of england financial
services authority fsa and hm treasury failed to maintain financial stability and were found
wanting in part because the roles of the three parties were not well enough defined and it was
not clear who was in charge too little attention was paid to macro prudential supervision
oversight of the aggregate impact on financial stability of individual banks actions only the bank
of england and the

At the Verge of Inclusiveness
2003

this is an excellent overview of theoretical sociology theoretical means that the book tries to
understand society in a general sense the book has a historical perspective but it also deals with
the issues as they stand today so the book is not just of historical interest thankfully there is
nothing about sociology of gender religion crime or this and that in this book

Knowledge Organization
2016-02-29

a quarter of a century before lyndon b johnson popularized the slogan the great society donald
davidson wrote his critique of leviathan the omnipotent nation state in terms that only recently
have come to be appreciated leviathan is the idea of the great society organized under a single
complex but strong and highly centralized national government motivated ultimately by men s
desire for economic welfare of a specific kind rather than their desire for personal liberty
originally published as the attack on leviathan this eloquent volume is an attack on state
centralism and an affirmation of regional identity davidson s work is a special sort of intellectual
as well as social history it reveals an extraordinary mastery of the literature on regionalism in
the united states with special emphasis on the work on rupert vance and howard odum in the
social sciences davidson looks at regionalism in arts literature and education he favors
agriculture over industrialization and the hinterland over cities examining along the way varying
historical memories the dilemma of southern liberals and the choice of expedience or principles
his book is a forceful and commanding challenge to those who would push for central authority
at the sacrifice of individual and regional identity davidson concludes with a devastating critique
of nationalism leading to a supra nationalism ultimately the heterogeneity of human desires
comes up against the uniformity of world systems and world states davidson offers instead a
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broad world of intellectual history and commentary in which individualism allies itself with
communities as a means for stemming the tide of collectivism and its base in a world state for
davidson leviathan the monstrous state is a devourer not a savior as several peoples rise to
strike down their own leviathans this courageous book may be better understood now than it
was in 1938 donald davidson

The Bible in American Life
1897

written by award winning scholar jonathan h turner this is a comprehensive in depth and
detailed review of present day theory in sociology

Tariff Hearings Before the Committee on Ways and
Means
1935

race ethnicity and social theory provides a critical analysis of the main areas of scholarly
research and debate about racial and ethnic relations over the past few decades the book
covers substantive areas of scholarly debate in this fast changing field including race and social
relations identities and the construction of the racial other feminism and race the relationship
between race and nationalism antisemitism the evolution of new forms of racism race and
political representation and more generally the changing debates about race and ethnicity in our
global environment the book argues that there is a need for more dialogue across national and
conceptual boundaries about how to develop the theoretical tools needed to understand both
the historical roots of contemporary forms of racialised social and political relations and the
contemporary forms through which race is made and re made a key argument that runs through
the book is the need to develop conceptual frameworks that can help us to make sense of the
changing forms of racial and ethnic relations in contemporary societies this means developing
more dialogue across national research cultures as well as empirical research that seeks to
engage with the key issues raised by contemporary theoretical debates the book will be of
interest to both students wanting to develop a deeper understanding of this area of scholarship
and to researchers of race ethnicity and migration working in various national and disciplinary
environments

Studies in Social Progress
2019-04-09

the rise of the body in consumer culture as a bearer of symbolic value has been reflected in the
emergence of embodiment as a fundamental issue in sociology and related disciplines

Foundations of Safety Science
2022-11-29

french renaissance and baroque drama helps us rethink pressing issues of the day such as war
possession sacrifice religious conversion law and gender this volume includes essays that
employ a range of cutting edge approaches to elucidate questions such as the social religious
legal and political functions of drama how the staged body transmits emotions to the audience
and the ways in which drama creates communities of inclusion and exclusion especially during
times of conflict
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Grounded Theory
1872

Once a Week
2009-06-02

Banking supervision and regulation
1988

Theoretical Sociology
2017-09-29

Regionalism and Nationalism in the United States
2012-09-20

Contemporary Sociological Theory
2006

Product Safety & Liability Reporter
2022-07-01

Race, Ethnicity and Social Theory
1850

The First Appendix to Mr. Turner's Letter to the Bishop
of Manchester, Consisting of Six Letters on the
Collegiate Church of Manchester, Etc. [By T. Turner.]
1936

The American Journal of Psychology
1993-08-17

The Body and Social Theory
2015-02-26
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